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This invention relates to a rewarding and educational 
device for developing a child’s habits, and more particu 
larly to a device which encourages an orderly conduct 
and gives the child the incentive of a- reward to be earned 
by the performance of his daily tasks. 
When a child reaches the age of doing, things per 

sonally, such as cleaning his teeth, brushing his shoes, 
combing his hair and picking up. his ,toys,_there often 
develops an antagonism towards these simple ‘tasks and 
the parent has a problem in developing needed habits. 
A failure to‘do the small daily chores may develop a 
harmful‘complex in the child. Also, if the parent satis 
?es the child’s desire to buy ice. cream" or candy by'merely 
handing him a coin for the purpose, this gives the child 
a wrong viewpoint of life; whereas he shouldbe taught 
that it is his duty to earn his rewards rather‘than; tov be 
constantly the recipient of gifts. If there isthe incentive 
for earning something which he wants, the routine of the 
daily tasks may be su?iciently instilled in the child so 
that it will become a habit. 

In accordance with‘ my invention, I propose to give the 
child the visual evidence of a coin. to be obtained as a‘ 
future award upon his performing certain set tasks. This 
is accomplished. by a device which he may operate peri 
odically to move the coin through increments towards a 
delivery point, but only as eachtask is performed, so 
that upon the completion of the assigned duties, he will 
obtain the coin. This device may be so constructed that 
the coin is moved by special tokens correspondingwith 
the assigned tasks and delivered to the child after com 
pletion of all the tasks, or .the coin may be stored in a 
safety bank which may be opened only under the super 
vision of the parent. > V , , ‘ . 

The primary objectofthis invention is to satisfy such 
requirements and to provide a device in which av coin is 
displayed on a movable member but is vnot accessible, 
and whereby the coin may be periodically moved toward 
a goal by means» of tokens furnished separately for the 
completion of each of the several tasks. . 1 

A. further object is- to provide a device of this type inv 
which the coin moving. mechanism can be operated only 
by’ means of a set of visible tokens which individually 
represent the completion of the several intended‘ tasks. 
A still further object is to provide a locking mechanism 

for a device of this type in which the coin award and the 
tokens inserted into the (device for moving, the coin are 
held behind a lock which requires the parent’s operation 
before the tokens are restored for future use and the 
child may obtain the coin. ‘ , ' 

Another object is to 'providea device of this type in 
which the coin may be. ultimately delivered to and. held 
in a storage receptacle or bank upon the completion of 
the tasks, and so givethe child a' visual evidence of ac 
cumulated wealth‘and inculcate in him' adesirewto‘in 

A further object is to provide a device ‘ of this‘: general 
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character which may bereadily and. econon'iicallyv manu 
factured and may be easily operated and‘ will give a long 
period of useful service. Other objects will be apparent 
in the following disclosure. ' 

Referring to the drawings: ~ 
Fig. l is a top plan view,: partly broken. away, show 

ing one 'form of device with the. coin bank. and tokens 
held in locked positions; . , 

Fig. 2 is a similar'view on a reduced scale showing the 
combination lock in an unlocking position; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary detail of a different'form of 
lock for the coin and tokens; ' V ' 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary section on the line 44-4. of 
Fig. 1.; . ' ' 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary section on the lines-5 of 
Fig. 1.; ~ ‘ - ‘ 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary section on'the‘ line 
6—6 of Fig. l; and ' .7 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view of the locking 
slides of Fig. 3. , ' 

In accordance with my invention, I have provided‘ a 
device in which a coin is stored in a movable holder and 
moved periodically through ?xed increments toward‘ a 
discharge position by means of tokens which are in 
dividually received by a child for each assigned task that 
has been performed. The coin is movable through a 
predetermined number of positions corresponding, with 
the number of tokens that are to be earned, so that when 
the last token has been applied for moving the coin, the 
latter will be released. In a simpli?ed construction, the 
coin'may be released directly toth'e child,.but~v in the form 
illustrated, the coin may be either released or deposited 
in a special bank where‘ a pluralityvofthe coins maybe 
accumulated and are preferably held in full sight. The 
construction involves mechanism whereby the coinmay 
be. moved through only a single increment'of space by 
each token, so that all of the tokens must be used; This 
requires the storage of. each token in a receptacle after 
its use, sothat it cannot ordinarily be‘ reused'before the 
full. number of taskshave been satis?ed. Hence, both 
the rewarding coin and the used tokens are held behind 
a lock’ and. are releasable only when the lock has been 
operated by theparent. ' V ' 

Referring primarily to Figs. 1 and 2, the device com 
prisesv a, rotary wheel 10 pivotally mounted on a pivot 
pin 11 which is carried by a- bottom board 12 and a top 
board 13 between which the wheel 10 is ?tted for its 
rotation. .The wheel 10 has a circular hole v15 there 
through of a size adequate for carrying a coin 16. and’ 
sliding it around over. the closely positioned bottom :12 
from the starting position shown by the location of the 
coin in the hole 15 of Fig. 1 to the ?nish position of 
Fig. 2 formed by the upper end of ‘a shallow groove 17 
in vthe bottom '12 which is deep. enough to permit the 
coin to slide out of the. hole 15. The top cover 13~is 
providedv witha seriesv of evenly spaced circular openings 
18 which are smaller thanthe coinbutare suthcient in 
size to permit the child to see the coin as'it traverses 
through the several'positions indicated by these openings. 
The bottom 12 and the cover 13 are preferably made'of 
a plastic or paper board or other suitable strong material 
of light weight, and the wheel 16. is about as thick as 
.the'coin or thinner. The bottom board 12 may. be cut 
away as indicated by the circular broken line in Fig. -l 
to provide a space within, which. the wheel may rotate. 
Opposite the. wheel, the boards or walls 12 and 13, are 
spaced only a little more than the thickness of, the wheel, 
‘so that the coin is held slidably positioned between’ the 
top’ board. I3 and the'bottom of vthe customary portion’ 
and must remain in its pocket 15' until it reaches the 



groove 17. ,A hole is provided in the upper board in the 
position of the pocket 15‘shown in Fig. 1, which‘ permits 
the coin to be inserted only at this one place. 
The wheel 10 is provided with a series of projecting 

teeth 20 shaped to provide right angular notches 21 there 
between,‘ There is one tooth andrassociate'd notch for 
each one of the circular openings 18. These'notches and 
teeth are so arranged that the wheel 10 may be rotated 
by means of tokens 25 inserted through an opening 26 
in the cover 13 and into the upper vertical end of a shal 
low groove 27 .having parallel side walls and a ?at bottom 
cut in the bottom ‘plate. 12. The token is preferably a 
square shaped plate of plastic or other suitable material 
having athickness and a width which permits it to slide 
freelyin the groove 27 beneath the cover 13. The upper 
vertical portion of the ‘groove is so located that the token 
25 may be inserted through ‘opening 26 vinthe top plate 
'13 and slid along the groove into engagement with‘ a wheel 
tooth 20 and cause the wheel to be turned. The wheelis 
moved‘ through the angular distance between two notches 
and the token travels from the starting position 'shown 
in Fig. 1 to a point‘where the .coin 16>then shows in the 
next adjacent opening 18‘ in the cover 13. The tooth 20 
cannot be moved ‘any farther by that particular token, 
because the groove 27 has a horizontal portion 28 so lo 
cated that the tooth movement stops when the token has 
reached the downwardly limited position de?ned thereby. 
The child must slide the token'away from the wheel and 
along the horizontal portion of the groove. From that 
point, the token may be then slid into the elongated 
vertical passage 29 to a lower' horizontal passage 30 with 
‘in‘which the tokenshare ultimately stored.‘ The‘opening 
26 is_a little larger than the token,and the cover 13 is 
provided with’ a slot 32 narrower than the token and lo 
cated over the groove 27 throughout its length, so’that 
the child may insert'his ?nger therethrough and slide the 
token along without being able to remove the token. . 
Thus, when the child has performed a given task, such 

as brushinghis teeth, he’ is givena token shown in Figs. 
‘1 and. 2' as‘ having thereon the representation of a tooth 
brush.‘ He'inserts that token through the slot‘ 26, and 
with his ?nger moves the token as far as it can go down 
wardly and thus rotates the wheel through a single‘ notch, 
after ‘which the token is moved across the horizontal'lslide 
way 28 and into the vertical slideway 29. This device 
‘is customarily hung on the wall so that the passage 29 
‘is vertical and the passages 128 ‘and 30 are horizontal. 
A special lock is provided which will prevent ‘the child 

from moving the wheel by‘ an outside implement; As in 
dicated in Fig. l, the slot 32 in {the cover 13 is narrow 
and’ the‘ ‘wheel is concealed between this cover portion. 
_The adjacent teeth, as above stated,v have right angular 
surfaces. forming the notch 21. A'resilient locking plate 
'34.‘ is so arranged that its two sides 35 and 36 form a right 
angle therebetwcen, which are ‘parallel with‘ the two. sides 
[of the adjacent toothl20. As shown in Fig; 4, this'lock-r 
:ing member 34‘may be formed as a lip projecting up 
wa‘rdly from a plate 37 suitably'secured in the _bottom of‘ 
the groove 27. The plate is made of a resilient metal or. 
‘plastic-shaped to‘hold the part 34 in a projecting position 
‘where its edge 36. would strike the radial edge of the 
tooth 20 and prevent backward movement of the ‘wheel, 
‘and its'edge. 35 would‘strike the long edge portion’ 39 of 
the next" tooth and thus prevent a forward rotationeof the 
wheel. The lock may be, however, quicklyreleased by 
“the token.‘ That is, when the token is. inserted through 
the slot 26, a downward pressure on the token as is neces 
1sary to get- it beneath’ the overhanging cover plate. 13 
forces the ‘lip 34 downwardly and into a‘positijon beneath 
the tooth ‘20 which thus permits the token to move the 
wheel through a single notch position. After the token 
has passed, the liprsprings up and engagesthe next tooth 
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‘20 and so again locks the wheel against rotation until 7 
another token is inserted and is so manipulated as . to push ‘ 
down the‘locking 1ip~34 and again release the wheel.‘ ‘ 

I. ' ' 

ferent tasks and ultimately move the coin around to its 
discharge position. There is one token for each tooth on 
the wheel, such as 12, so that when the assigned 12 tasks 
have been performed, the coin will have been released 
into the vertical slot 17. 
The slot 17 is cut deeply in the bottom board 12 so 

that the coin may fall laterally out of the hole 15 in its 
The lower 

end of the slot17 opens into a large space 40 which may 
be covered by a transparent plate so that the child may 
see the coin that has been earned by his performing the 
twelve necessary tasks. a A set of coins may accumulate 
in that space 40, or they may be either removed after 
releasing’ a special vlock or stored in a batik‘ 42 that is 
removably locked imposition. The bank 42 may be a 
semi-cylindrical body having a ?at back wall resting 
against the bottom of a groove 43 in the bottom 12 and 
communicating through a side groove with the space 40. 
This bank may be made of transparent plastic so that the 
child may see the coins accumulated therein. The coin 
is readily inserted into the bank 42 by tipping the device 
to slide the coin from the space 40 into the upper end of 
the slot 43. 1 ‘ 

To hold the bank in position at its upper end and at 
the same time to provide a resilient locking member which 
prevents coins being? shaken backwards out of the bank, 
the top 45 of the bank may have a slot at its rear portion 
(Fig. 5) which is shaped for the insertion therethrough of 
the resilient lip 47 that is- a part of a plastic plate 48 
which forms the bottom of_the groove 43 at that point. 
This plate 48 may be a slotted plate mounted on the bot 
tom 12 and cut to provide the desired grooves 27, 17 and 
43 and the lip 34 of plate 37. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
coin 16 may slide through that slot and past the resilient 
lip 47 and into position in the bank. vThe coin cannot be 
reversed in that travel ‘because of the lip 47. projecting 
forward into a position where any turning of the bank 
bottom side up would prevent passage of the coin. 
The bank is lockedin that position and the coins and 

tokens are likewise prevented fromcscape or intentional 
‘removal by a locking system’ which ordinarily is under 
the control of the child’s parent. ‘Various forms of 
lock may be incorporatedein the construction ‘for this 
purpose, but in the drawings I have illustrated a com~ 
bination lock formed of two slotted disks having a suffi 
cient number of slots to prevent the child from obtain 
ing the coin ‘unless he knows the lock combination. In 
‘the, construction shown in Figs. 1 and 6, a vhorizontal 
slide member 50 (Fig. 1) made of metal or plastic is 
‘slidably mounted 'in a suitable groove 52 in the base 
plate 48. _Its right hand end (Fig. 1) projects through 
a slot‘ ‘53 in. the side wall of the bank. The slide .50 is 
substantially j?ush with the top of the plate 48 and‘is 
held ill‘th? slot 52 beneath the top plate 13, so that 
whenits end‘ is located'in the bank groove 53,‘ thelower 
end‘of the bank cannot be lifted to withdraw the upper 
end of the bank from the retaining lip 47 (Fig. 5). The 
left hand end 54‘ of the slide 50 is arranged to be slid 
intoa hQtch in a second slide plate 56 which extends 
vertically a suitable groove in plate 12 or 48. That 
plate 56 (Fig. 1) has a notch 57 which‘may be brought 
into alignment ‘with slide. 50 .by sliding _the plate 56 
within its groove. The slide 50'has a handle. 58 pro 
jecting upwardlyv through an elongated slot 59 in the 
'coverplate 13"whichv serves for manually moving the 
‘slide. If theslot 57 is aligned with the, slide groove 52, 
.then the?slide 50 may be moved toward the left and 
thus release- the lower end of’ the bank and allow it to 
‘belifted out. ’ ‘ 

The slide-'56 may be moved onlylwhen permitted by 
the. combination lock. This lock comprises twosuper 
imposed concentric ‘rotary 'disk's 60 and 61, the‘ upper 
one being’ transparent. The disks are pivotally mounted 
on a pivot 62, ‘such 'as a telescoping double screw shown 

Thus the child may earn the individual tokens for his dif 
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in: Fig; 6 which has its two heads engagingthe outsides 
of1thewalls 12 and 13. Eachdisk has a- series of radial 
notehesin its periphery, but ‘only onenotch .63 in each 
disk is long enoughto accommodate a slide formed of 
a ?ange 64 (Figs. 1 and 6) projecting at right angles 
from the ?at slide plate 56. The disks have sets of 
spaced numerals which will identify the unlocking po 
sitions of the disk notches. When the two locking-disks 
60 and 61 are rotated into positions where, for‘ example, 
the numeral 5 on the lower'disk shows in the left hand 
opening 66 (Fig. 2) throughthe top cover, and the 
numeral 2 on the upper disk 60 shows in an opening 
atthe right (now shown), then the two special notches 
63 of the two plates will bewin alignment and the locking 
lug 64 may be shoved into those. aligned slots and the 
plate 56 moved over to a; position of alignment of notch 
57 and slide 50, which provides for releasing the slide. 
The lug 64 projects upwardly through an elongated slot 
65 in the cover plate. 13 where it may bet-manipulated 
by one’s ?nger. vAs indicated in the drawings,reach of 
the two disks 60 and 61 is provided with various shapes 
and sizes of notches, which'are shown as eight in num 
ber on each disk, so that the total numberof position 
combinations of these notches is large and it is unlikely 
that a child would accidentally happen upon, the correct 
combination for releasing’ the slide'56. .;The left hand 
edge portions of the two disks 60 and 61 are exposed 

25 

in a. cut away portion of the plate 13, as shown in Fig. ' 
‘1, so that the disks may be rotated manually. 
vThe coins are held from escape through a horizontal 

coin passageway or groove 67. by a lip 68 on the slide 
56 (Figs; 1- and 6.) which projects into contaetwith 

30 

the bottom vofithe. groove 67. When the slide ,plate 56 , 
is .in the locked position of Fig. 1, .it extends over the 
groove'67‘ and ‘the. lug 68;projects' downwardly into the 
path of a coin 16-andthe latter cannot escape through 
the groove 67; as indicated by the dotted line position 
of the coin-in Fig. ,1. ,If, however, the slide plate56 
is moved upwardly to position the'lug 68 at the top of 
the groove (Fig. 2,), then there is amplerroom below 
that lug 68, since the passage ,67 ‘is wider than the .coin. 
The slide. plate 56 may ,be a plastic-plate‘ having an up 
~curled ‘side ?ange. 69 which gives strength. The plate 
is‘ long enough Eto project half way across the passage 
30 and present the ?ange in, the path1 of any token 25, 
as shown-atthe ‘bottom of Fig; 1,,- to prevent its release 
until the slide plate is moved to its uppermost position 
,where thelplate ,does not project into the horizontal 
token-groove 30.. The‘ ?ange 69 turns‘upwardlyjand a 
thin transparent, plastic plate 72 has one edge located 
inthe ‘groove 73'beneath the ?ange and so positions‘ the 
upper‘end of the slide 56. ‘This plastic plate 72 extends 
.overnthe- locking disks 60, 61 but is transparent so that 
the numbers on the disk may be seen.’ This plate 72. is 
:provided with the notch 74which is always opposite the 
end of the slideway 52 so [as not ‘to interfere with the 
movement of the slide 50. ‘Hence, the coin isv released 
through‘passage 67 and‘ thetokens may ‘he, slid out-of ‘ 
the lower slideway 30, when the lockingyplate 56 is 
moved upwardly. ; 
I_A,modi?cation of the lock is shown in Figs. 3 and 7 

in which the vertical groove 29, opens at the bottom into 
_a wider grooved portion 75.‘ The tokens 25 ‘areheld 
in that vertical groove bymeans ‘of a bent wire having 
a horizontal portion 76 riding in a ‘suitable slot in" the 

plate 48 if used, is cut away to provide the recess 79_;irr 
which the vertical portion 80 of the wire is slidab'ly po-. 
sitioned. This stepped shape of the" wire 76 iszfor the 
purpose of lockingly positioning a second vertically mov 
able wire 82 which is arranged to lock the bank ‘42 in 
place. That is, the bank has a slot 83 in its bottom 
into which?abanklocking wire 82 may be projected; 
This Wire 82 is U-shaped, as shown in Fig. 7, and rides 

'in a deep groove in the bottom board 12 and beneath 
the Wire 76. It projects below’ the bottom board 12 
for suitable manipulation. The upper portion v84 of‘ the 
wire loop projects into the bottom of the bank, and its 
short end bears against the‘ top horizontal part of the 
slide wire 76 when the parts are in the full line position 
of Fig. 3; but when the wire 76 has been moved toward 
the left to the dotted line position, then the vertical part 
89 thereof is out of the path of the downward move 
ment of the wire 82, and the latter may be drawn down-v 
wardly and out of locking engagement with the bank; 
The wires‘v are suitably held in place, as by ‘the top plate 
13. - The wire, 76 also has 'ajvertically projecting por 
tion 85 carrying'a short‘ slidemember 86- thereon which 
is located in a groove-in the'lower plate and adapted 
to enter into the aligned slots 63 of the two disksj60 
and 61. When the arm 85 is moved to the left and 
the ‘plate 36 is thrust into the aligned combination lock 
slots, then the wire portion‘ 85rlies in the dotted line 
position of Fig. 3 and‘ the coin 16 may escapezpastvits 
upper end. However, the escape slot for the coin has 
a-downwardly projecting portion 88 which is so spaced 
relative to the end of the wire 85 in the full line posi 
tion that the coin cannot- get by it; but when the .wire 
has been moved toward the left, then the coin may be 

' - moved past the projection 88.; A short slide plate.~90 
36 

50 

55 

65 

bottom‘ board 12. This wire is step-shaped and‘ has, a I 
horizontal portion 77 connecting ‘with a downwardly 
projecting lug‘ 78 which projects below the bottom of 
the'device so that it may be manipulated by hand. As 
shown in Fig. 3, the portion 77 may be moved into a. 
location beneath the tokens‘ in ‘the groove 29 and hold 
them from escaping. However, the slot 75 is wide enough 
‘sorthat the projecting portion 78.may.' be moved back 
‘to the'd'otted line position and; allow the-tokens to es 
.cape. -iFor this purposeythelbottomy; board_12, orgthe 

70 

75 

is shown in Fig. 6 as surrounding the lug 64 to?conceal 
the notched disks from observation through the open 
ing 65.v - ._ a 

The operation of this device will be apparent in view 
of the above disclosure.» A coin or other suitable re 
ward is mounted on the movable holder‘ or carrier '10. 
The setv of tokens preferably carry distinguishing marks 
so that the parent, may know that thejchild has done 
each of thevespecially-assigned ‘tasks. The child is given 
the right token for each completed task; 'andwhe inserts 
this token through the slot 26 and forces itbeneath the 
top 13 and over a resilient plate 37 (Fig. 4.). .This 
serves to press down on, the spring .lug 34 and;thus‘ re 
leases it from looking engagement with thenotch faces 
of the lugs 26 on the carrier. ‘The applied token can 
be moved manually only to the horizontal portion 28 
of the trackway 27,- and; it must-=_then be moved‘- away 
from the carrier sothat vitucan 'no longer operate the 
latter. - Thus, separate tokensymust be appliedrto move 
the rewarding coin from a starting position to .the ?nish . 
position, where the coin will-fall through thegroove 19 
and into the receptacle 40, or it‘ may be shaken over 
into the ‘bank or storage receptacle“.- ‘The; tokens are 
slidrby the child down the trackway 29 into the“ lower 
horizontal trackway 30~where they are-held‘ in locked 
position by means of the lug -69'on'the vertical-‘slide 56. 
That slide 56 also has a‘lug or ?ange 6j8rproj'ectingqinto 
the coin exit path 67 and preventing its .releaseuntil the 
slide hasbeen removed to an unlocked position, . .; »_ ; . 

The’ slide 56 is held locked by ai_»combination; lock 
comprisingthe rotary notchedidisks 60 and 61, eachzlvof 
which has a: single‘ longslot 63 'whichrvmay lbeiboth 
positioned in alignmenttor receiving-the ?ange 6410f 
the slide 56. This-permits a notch 57 in theaslide to 
be moved vertically into alignment .with a; transverse 
slide 50 which has its end insertedin a slot 53 in the 
bank 42 to hold it locked, in place beneatha lug-47M 
the top of the bank. This permits the slide 50;to- ‘be 
'moved toward' the left to. release the bank. > In its'lower- . 
most?locked: position, the slide 56 has itsatwot?anges 
68 and preventing.releaseoigthe coins andltokens, 
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theplugi“ ‘on "the slide 56 is inserted in‘the 

V two-‘aligned notches 63_-0f- the-combination lock, this 
lmov'es‘tlie' ‘flanges 68 and ‘69 out of. the way togrelease 
the“ tokens ‘through the left hand end of the channel 30 
and the‘ coins through the .exit~67, if the coin has not 
been previously stored in the bank. Thus, a single coin 
is delivered to theehild', only when he has performed 
the-number‘ of tasks which; corresponds with‘the number 
of, notches- on the'rotary carrier. " V 

‘In‘ the simpli?ed modi?cation of Figs. 3 and 7, the 
horizontal token‘passage 30 is omitted and the tokens 
maybe released, from the‘bottom end of the vertical 
trackway-‘29 when the portion 75 of the bent wire 76 
has been pushed toward the‘ left. This wire 76 has a 
vertical lug 85 standing‘in the path of the coin, as shown 
inEFig. t3,‘ and the coin? is released only when ‘that lug 
has'been moved toward the left,~as shown in the dotted 
line‘r‘position, Thise'moveme‘nt ofthe locking wire 76, 
85 ‘may-be‘etfected only .when the cross ‘slide 86, which 

n has ‘a notch ‘carrying‘the ‘vertical portion 85 ‘of'the wire, 
can.‘ move'ltow‘arldthe leftilinto“ the twoalighed notches 
63 of the combination lo'cking‘disks. ‘At the same time, 
when the coin and tokens are released, the‘ bank 42', may 
also be] released because; the short downwardlyQ turned 
end 8410f the bank locking wire no longer engages the 
horizontal‘ ‘portion of the‘ wire 76 and can be pulled 
downwardly to release the lower end of the bank. 

‘ lt‘willr‘be ‘appreciated that various modi?cations may 
,be made ing-tliisldevice and equivalent constructions em 

‘ ployed .to provide‘a suitable‘ trackway for the tokens as 
wellias-“a movablecarri'er for‘ the reward, such as acoin', 
wherein? lugs on the vmovable carrier are so associated, 
with’lthe‘ trackway that the carrier may be moved to 1a ' 
limited", extent by the successive application of tokens 
to' the traekway into engagement with, the lugs.- Various “ \ 
terms of vlo'ck vmay be" employedt‘o prevent any improper I 
movement of the carrier except by the application of 
‘a token and its use'in an authorized manner. Mechani 
‘cal equivalents may‘ beemployed in ‘place of ‘the com 
,-bination' lock for preventing‘ac'cess to theevc‘oin and/or 
the 'tokens,'i but the ‘rotary slotted disks, ‘are preferred 
‘because of'theirsimplicity of ‘operation and: their co 
faction‘with the various locking members that hold the’ 
coins; andwtokens in, storage, untilreleased by‘an au 
IIhoriZedIperson.‘ a, I p ‘ V 

1‘ -‘It will, therefore, be‘ understood‘ ‘that the ‘above dis 
closure is‘ to be interpreted as setting forth the principles 
a‘ndprefer'red embodiments of theinventionand not as 
‘imposing limitations goal the appended: claims. 
l-I'claim‘T‘z ‘r’ ‘ "7 ~~ ' ' 

t‘ 1; An'educational device comprising spaced wallslform- ' 
> ing a trackw‘ay‘ exteridirig‘fr'o'm an entrance to an exit, a 

of tokens shaped to‘ bemanually moved on the track 
iwa'y, said v'walls'v' providing access‘ for moving the tokens 
‘in the groove without permitting lateral rem'oval'there 
of, a'movabl‘e carriervar‘ranged to, transport a coin,'said 
‘carrier having lugs‘projecting into‘the path of and mov 
able byqartokenxint thegroove, means for limiting the 
distance‘ through which the-carrier may be moved ‘by a 
tokenjengaging :1 lug thereonfthelnumber of lugs and 
tokens "lbeinghrelatedso that the coin is movedob'y the 
‘carrier-ton odelivery' p‘oint by the ‘last token supplied for 
thepurpose; spaced walls providing a coin groove extend 
fi‘ng‘trom the- carrier‘ delivery point to an .exit which re 

, T'ceives'and‘ stores‘ the coin ‘delivered'bythe carrier, and 
means including a ‘releasable lock which prevents removal 
‘of the coinfrom the-groove'exit. " i ' p v _ 

2.‘ An educational‘device comprising spaced walls form 
‘ing'ay trackway therebe‘tween extending from an entrance 
tPtoa'n exit passage,‘ a setbf tokens shaped to be manually 
"moved ,on-‘the trackway, said walls having a slot narrower 
‘than a token which, provides for manual movement of‘the 
'tokensmlong the t‘rackw’ay’and prevents lateral removal 

- i-.ther;eof,1_a?movable'carrier having a pocket arranged to , 
erinspbnss coin, means providing an outlet passage for 
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receiving the coin after it has been moved through-sue; 
cessive positions by the-carrier, said carrier having lugs 
projecting into the path'of ‘and movable intermittently 
by each, of a-set‘lofv tokens in the'trackway, means for 
limiting‘the distance through which the carrier maybe 
moved by" each token-engaging a lug thereon, the num 
her of, lugs and tokens being related so that the coin is 
movedrto the delivery passage only when the carrier is 
actuated by<the total’ number’ of tokens, means provid 
ing a storage space communicating with the coin exit pas 
sage which~receives and‘ stores the coin, a storage 'com 
partrnent for the used tokens and a releasable lock which 
provides for access‘to both the coin and the tokens after 
the ‘coin has‘ been delivered to the coin outlet passage. 

3.‘ coin delivering device comprising a mount hav 
ing ‘a trackway groove extending from an entrance to a 
token receptacle, a set of tokens shaped to be manually 
moved in ‘the groove, said mount providing for manual 
movementbut preventing lateral removal'of the tokens 
in the groove, a rotary: carrier arranged to transport a 
coin from an entrance to a delivery position, said. car; 
rier having spaced peripheral lugs projecting into the path 
of a token in the trackway groove, a carrier lock releasa 
ble by a token ‘for preventing movement of the carrier, 
,said track having a portion so shaped that the token may 
move the carrier only‘through' the angular'distance rep 
resented by- the spacing of two lugs thereon and a fur 
ther portion which thereaftersdi'rects the token away 
from contact with the carrier, said parts being so arranged 
that the coin may be moved to the delivery point: only 
by the‘ use of ‘a pre-determined number of tokens related 
to the number of said lugs, a receptacle arranged to re 
ceive eachtoken'after its operation of the carrier, and a 
releasable lock for providing access to the tokens and the 
coin after the latter'has reached the delivery point. 

4. A device‘ according to' claim‘ 3 in which the carrier 
lock comprises aplate having a resilient movable lip nor 
mally standing up in; the path of movement of the car 
rier lug,'and the'trackway is so arranged that when the 
token is‘inserted into the entrance it must press the lip 
down to release it from the lug‘. ' 
" 5. A device according to claim 3 comprising a removable 
coin bank mounted to receive a coin presented by the 
carrier at the‘ delivery point, and a releasable lock for 
holding the bank in position. ' . i 

6, 'A coin delivering device comprising a mount hav 
ing a trackway groove extending from’ an entrance to a 
storage receptacle, a predetermined number ‘of tokens 
movable in said tra‘ckway, a rotaryocarrier for moving 
a com from an entrance to a delivery point, means pro 
vidmg an exit passage arranged to receive said coin from 
the ‘carrier, said carrier having 'angularly'spaced periph 
eral‘lugs arranged to ‘be projected successively‘into the 

'551whichfprevents movement of the carrier except ‘by a 
path of a token movable in the trackway groove, a lock 

token, said track being so shaped that a token may move 
the carrier through the distance of angular spacing of the 
lugs, and ~_a releasable lock which prevents removal of 
both the-coin and the tokens. ' 

7._ A vdevice according to claim 6 in which the releasa 
ble lock comprises a slide having parts which releasably 
interfere with the removal of the coin and tokens, and 
means which provides for’ manual movement of the slide 
to a releasing position. 

8.'A deviceuaccording to ‘claim 6 in which the lock 
comprises ‘two rotary notched disks, each having a single 
long notch which may be aligned, the slide having a lug 
insertable into the ‘aligned notches for movement to re 
lease the coin and tokens. . 

9. A coin delivering device comprising'ia mount hav 
ing a trackway‘extending from an entrance to an exit, 
‘a set of tokens movable on the trackway, arotary carrier 
-for moving a coin from an entrance to a delivery exit, 

75 (said-‘carrierT'having"angularly‘ spaced lugs projecting sue 
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cessively into the path of the tokens on the trackway, References Cited in the ?le of this patent 
means whereby each token may move the carrier only UNITED STATES PATENTS 
through a de?nite angular distance; a lock having two 7 454846 Burgess ’ June 30 1891 
movable members provided each with a slot and'mova- -858:378 Fluewlmg'?'iiiiiiiii'lli_ July 2: 1907 
ble into alignment of the slots, and a locking slide which 5 1,287,025 , Huddle ______________ __ Dec. 10,‘ 1918 
releasably prevents egress of the com and tokens at 
said exits, said slide carrying a lug which is movable ~ FOREIGN PATENTS 
into the aligned slots so that the slide may release the 2,061 Great Britain ______________ __ of 1887 
coin and tokens. _ 5,058 Great Britain ______________ __ ‘of 1891 


